
The usual claptrap followed the name of any of the girls; boys boasting 
of what they could do for her or her or her; how nice it could be if vari-
ous articles of clothing would just pop off without warning, or, maybe, 
with a little help. Hormones were beginning to rage when May, 1970 
lazily rolled into the present, but less than a week into it, a different kind 
of rage captured the nation’s attention.

At the end of one particular day in May, four lifeless bodies lay 
scattered in various areas over the grounds of a small college in Ohio, 
shot to death by members of the state’s National Guard. All were stu-
dents of the college; ironically,  one was an active member of the col-
lege’s Reserve Officers Training Corps, or ROTC... Rage apparently in-
fluenced some of the protesters... It was eventually returned by rage from 
some of the guardsmen, probably mixed with a good dose of fear and 
paranoia...These events were then followed by more rage;  rage at  the 
guardsmen who fired at  unarmed civilians;  rage at  the protesters who 
showed such lack of respect for college tradition and property and who 
threw stones at those entrusted to keep order - let he who is without sin  
cast the first stone is a mighty powerful entreaty in the bible belt, in case 
you didn’t know. The governor of Ohio and the President of the United 
States were en-raged; all the well-known ‘anti-war activists’ were out-
raged. The war being fought 10,000 miles away had now claimed casual-
ties of those who never left U.S. soil...

Rage against the faceless, virtually non-human contingent in far-
away southeast Asia generated a new plan; while spokesmen for the gov-
ernment assured us that ‘we will  not engage in hostilities in countries 
neighboring Vietnam’, American planes were routinely flying over Cam-
bodia dropping bombs on ‘suspected enemy targets’. It was the rage of 
Henry Kissinger; he may or may not have devised this plan, but he cer-
tainly made no effort to halt its enactment. I suppose what galls me the 
most about this is that the man concealed the truth, yet even today he is 
considered a respected statesman and diplomat. I wouldn’t entrust him 
with a dollar to bring me back eggs from the grocery, even if I promised 
to scramble some for him, too. That’s my rage...

... the Pentagon Papers nearly landed Daniel Ellsberg in prison 
for treason - he escaped this fate mainly due to public and judicial em-
pathy - but the papers exposed the policy of ‘national security’ for the 
danger that it poses... There was a dual objective: the first, to slow, cur-
tail, interfere, and make as difficult as possible any indigenous people’s 
assertion  toward  independence,  regardless  of  political  persuasion,  as 
long as the second objective was met; the continued and growing enrich-
ment and empowerment of the military-industrial complex - just as Eis-
enhower warned at the dawn of the sixties. How dangerous is this? Con-
sider that more than 58,000 Americans sacrificed their lives, hundreds of 
thousands sacrificed parts of their bodies and millions more sacrificed 
their sensibilities, all for this. Yet, it was never presented to any of them 
like the Pentagon Papers expressed; their sacrifices were “necessary to 
punish the Communist aggressors, whose only aim is to enslave peoples 
after peoples. They must be stopped.” That was how it was expressed to 
those called for sacrifice. Now, they’re just names on a wall, like Boo-
boo. Just like all nicknames, you use them because you love the reaction 
from the target, but over time you love the target, and Boo-boo was all of 



that.  Today,  we  could  probably call  him Boo-boo  and  he’d  smile  or 
laugh, but we’ll never really know, because he’s been dead for years. It’s 
been a while since I saw his name on the wall and I can’t remember 
which year he died...A cynic might say that the whole ‘national security’ 
policy was designed to secure the defense industry, and, by extension, 
big  business,  and,  by further  extension,  the  national  economy.  Don’t 
laugh. Most Reagan conservatives consider that very assertion both cor-
rect, necessary and an extremely patriotic pursuit. If I could undo some 
jack-off’s millions from some company like Hughes and his family’s be-
nefits and all others whose entanglement with the jack-off enriched them, 
too, just so I could see Boo-boo as an old man like me, I would do it in a 
heartbeat. F*** those jack-offs and their family and friends. F*** ‘na-
tional security’. F*** it all. - pages 9-12


